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Volume 66

FLASH Issue 1

From The Editors...

I’m not quite sure what this is supposed to be about. As per usual, for the first Flash of the school year, everything
was a little kittywampus. I will give credit to my stunning partner Balls (Jaqi Gerbitz) before I forget, for her impressive
battle with the layout and other issues I probably didn’t even hear about. The material of this edition features some basic
necessities, such as word association, and also some newish articles, such as “Meet Mrs. Sandeen.” When our wonderful
predecessor, Becca Naumann, wrote the editorials, she often discussed the beauty of campus and upcoming events.
Unfortunately, the beauty of campus is practically wasted on me, and I never know about upcoming events, so I shall
babble.
Our volleyball teams seem to be doing well… the soccer team seems to be enjoying life…. who even knows what
goes on with cross country?.... Well, I should obviously leave the writing to the writers. If anyone is interested in
contributing to the next edition in any way, please contact Jaqi or Me. Thanks to our current contributors. Enjoy.
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Back to School

Jon & Sam

Back to school, back to school, to prove to Dad I’m not a fool. Backpack on, shoes tied tight, I hope I don’t get in a
fight.
It’s the most wonderful time of the year. Leaves are starting to change, temperatures are starting to cool, football is
starting, children screaming from homework; life is good. Whatever you did this past summer, it no longer matters because
school is back. Math, science, english, and choir may be your life now. You are now back on a routine that will stay the same
for the next three months. So enjoy the little things in life. A smirk from Pfeiffer. A “hang loose” from the good doctor. An extra
breadstick at lunch (but only if you wait for seconds) or chicken cordon bleu casserole. You might go crazy if you don’t have
some fun. So don’t do homework on Fridays. Remember this year is a marathon not a sprint. Don’t get burnt out on things too
early in the school year. Some helpful hints for the school year to follow:
1) When faced with indecision, think, what would Bill Murray do?
2) When the bell rings, be in the classroom.
3) Don’t pull fire alarms for fun.
4) Don’t spray bug spray at a fire alarm (Fiechtner).
5) Don’t take yourself too seriously. Do things with your friends often.
6) Do read the Flash (or at least pretend to).
7) Do not bicycle down the halls.
8) Don’t break the dress code.
9) Do break ankles.
10) Do show up to every single boys sporting event.
11) Do cheer loudly.
12) Do not be a spectator.
If you’ve made it this far, you need more help than we can give.
My office hours are from 6-7:30, as an unprofessional counselor. Good luck
and happy school year.
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I’m sure all of you freshman are wondering what you do when you are bored here on campus. You have no money and no
car. Bad combo. What do you do in that case? Here is a list of fun and inexpensive things to do when you are bored.
Play cards or board games (This is always a fun and competitive thing to do.).
Take a walk in the woods.
Jump in the creek (If you don’t know how to get there, ask an upperclassman. I’m sure they can show you.).
Play some football or frisbee on the hill (Get outside people! It’s gonna get cold really soon.).
Walk to Shopko (good way to kill some time).
Watch LOTS of movies!!!! (Movies are your friend.
Just remember that.).
Have a dance party in the dorm (Cuz you can).
Read.
Play tennis with some friends.
Get a group of friends and play some field
hockey in the lower parking lot. (That is a lot of fun.
Highly recommend it).
That’s about all I got. If you want some other
suggestions, I’m sure other people have plenty of other
original ideas of things to do when you are bored! Have
fun!!!!
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The Mouth: Things I’ll Never
Understand if I Live to be 120..
How people who couldn’t sing their way into the
Salvation Army can make fun of Anna Moffo.
How anyone can listen to WDGY for more than half an
hour without becoming bored to death or ready for the ‘looney
bin’.
Why Del Rutz didn’t average 14 or 15 points this past
season; he has more moves than an octopus with hives.
Why teachers give tests when they are only going to have
to spend hours marking these messes we’ve mauled.
Why nobody notices that I have All-American potential in
3 sports.
Why teachers put up with the behavior of some students
without paddling them and standing them in the corner for
performing like sixth graders.
Why girls think they’re beautiful when they wear so much
mud; they resemble a creek bottom.
Why the girls don’t think I’m handsome.
Why there were so many ILHS students at trash like
“Gypsy.”
Why anyone would put his life in danger for the sake of
the pleasure of inhaling a burning leaf.
Why we don’t have a tiddley-winks team with all the
natural talent available here.
Why the bear went over the mountain.
Why girls wear skirts 3 inches above their knees without
feeling immodest.
Why I noticed.
Why I wrote this column.
Why and how it ever got in the FLASH.
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Jan Slander’s Corner
Dear Jan, I can’t stand people who are
constantly griping. Should I tell them
where to get off, or be passive?
Bugged.
Dear Bugged: Now, what is it you’re
GRIPING about?
Dar Jan, I’m also a Senior who is
scared stiff of boys. I can’t help it, but
I’m scared to death that they will bite
me. What can I do besides bite them
back? Please answer. Scared Stiff.
Dear Scared: I don’t have any teeth.
Dear Jan, Do you think our faculty is
doing a good job? Just Wondering.
Dear Just: Nice weather out, isn’t it?
For the First time, we have answers for
original letters. If you should have any
type of problem, contact the editor of
the FLASH and he will see that Mr.

From the Current Editors
In this section of the FLASH, we will do
our best to entertain you with articles
from the Flashes of years long past.
Whether it be with an awful poem or a
parent’s Senior Spotlight, we hope you
will enjoy these FLASHbacks. If you
have and request for articles you would
like to see, let one of us (Jaq or Joci)
know and we’ll do our best to dig
something out of the archives. We’d love
your feedback! Hope you Enjoy!

IMMANUEL FC
Gunny

As the students of ILHS return to Eau Claire, extracurriculars start up immediately as
evidenced by the seemingly countless initial meetings for all of the clubs and committees and teams
of Immanuel. Lunch hours and after-school time are filled with opportunities for students to become
involved in something in addition to their academics.
When it comes to the fall sports season here at Immanuel, people usually think of Tuesday and Thursday nights in the
gym watching the Lady Lancers bump, set, and spike their way through volleyball matches. And as we get closer and closer to
Halloween and early November even, the workhorses of the cross country teams annually create buzz around campus as the
regional, sectional, and State meets approach. Both of these programs have been consistently at the top of the conference for
the majority of the last five years and are well-known to be some of the most exciting sports to cheer on our Lancers in. And of
course the tradition of flag football rolls around after a week or two or three of school. The collegiate captains have had their
draft and the four teams donning Ivy League team nicknames are ready for Friday afternoons at Bollinger Fields.
With all of the excitement that revolves around these three sports, there is one more athletics team at ILHS whose
season often goes by relatively quietly. Our soccer team, coached by Prof. Sippert, Zack Sippert, and Nathaniel Krause, has
been practicing since day one of school this year and there’s a seemingly unusually large amount of talk about this year’s team.
The extremely entertaining, under-the-lights and “inaugural” home game the team had at Bollinger last year against Coulee
Region Christian sparked an interest in the sport for the fans that attended it. Despite the 2-1 heartbreaking loss, the home
contest along with Prof. Lau’s PE 9 and 10 soccer unit in the fall of 2014, has created some hype around the 2015 club.
That quarter of PE scrimmages down on the outfield of our softball field proved to be important to this year’s numbers
as only eight players return from last year’s team. That unit gained the team five players who will be relied on since the team
has a pretty small roster. The club is filled out by four freshmen and amounts to a 17-man squad(18 when Zack is allowed to
play).
One reason actually validating the opinion that this year’s team has had some intrigue around it is the team’s first game
against Chippewa Falls High School’s JV2 team at Halmstad Elementary. After just five practices, the team came out firing en
route to a 7-0 debut victory against the Cardinals. Several fans took the twenty minute drive north to cheer on their Lancer
fútbol team, including Doc Sydow and many seniors. The crowd was greatly appreciated by the team, who played a solid
game, only letting goalkeeper David Hein touch the ball three times. Controlling possession allowed the Lancers to run away
with the match and start the season off with a win.
“Immanuel FC” is aiming to have a solid, competitive, winning season this year and would really be grateful to fans
that would show up to cheer them on. Many games are on Saturday, if you’re looking for something to do on the weekend. This
year at least two home games will be held on Saturday, September 19th and Monday, October 19th. The September match will
be held at the EC Soccer Park at 4:30 against Black River Falls U19 team. The Lancers will take on Coulee Region Christian
again at Bollinger Field#3 for Monday Night Fútbol on the 19th of October. Bring your vuvuzela, get the “Olé Olé Olé” chants
going, and cheer the Lancers on to victory.

Summer-ish

Faith & Rose

Summer is over, but that
doesn’t mean rolling down your
windows and blasting your favorite
songs has to stop too. We’ve pulled
together 10 jams to keep summer
going a little longer, five from this
century and five oldies. If you’re too
lazy to look them up yourself, we’ve
put the playlist on Spotify. Search
for the username “flashplaylists” or
the playlist title “Summerish (Issue
1).” If you have any songs to
suggest for the next playlist, feel
free to tell Rose or I. Happy
listening!

1. OctaHate by Ryn Weaver
2. I’m Good by The Mowgli’s
3. Talk is Cheap by Chet Faker
4. Tear In My Heart by Twenty One
Pilots
5. Chivalry is Dead by Trevor
Wesley
6. Runaround Sue by Dion
7. A Well Respected Man by The
Kinks
8. Good Vibrations by The Beach
Boys
9. The Longest Time by Billy Joel
10. Uptight (Everything’s Alright)
by Stevie Wonder
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In Roehl Life

Calvin Ryan

Q: What is the point of life?
A: To serve the Lord!
Q: Do you believe in the death penalty?
A: Yes, because the Bible tells us, “Whoever sheds man’s blood, by man his blood shall be shed.”
Q: Should marijuana be legalized?
A: No, because it will cause more problems than it will solve.
Q: Is torture ever justified?
A: “Oooh….. *chuckle.* No answer.”
Q: Thoughts on Donald Trump?
A: He’s a rich guy playing in politics where he doesn’t belong.
Q: Thoughts on Miley Cyrus?
A: Why should I have any thoughts? She doesn’t have any.
Q: If any sport could be added to the Olympics, what should it be?
A: A unicycle marathon
Q: Where would your dream vacation be?
A: At our cabin north of Bloomer
Q: Coke or Pepsi?
A: Coke
Q: Skittles or M&M’s?
A: Skittles
Q: Would you rather eat live worms or live fish? Why?
A: Live worms - they’d go down easier.
Q: Favorite quote?
A: Ecc 9:10, “Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with your might; for there is no work or device
or knowledge or wisdom in the grave where you are going.”

MeetMeet
Mrs.Mrs.
Sandeen/Beth/Mom
Sandeen/Beth/Mom
Dannie Gamble
We have a new dorm parent on campus this
year! Mrs. Sandeen just started her first year as a dorm
mom and we hope it's a good one! Here's a little Q&A
with Mrs. Sandeen.
DG- What's your full name?
Mrs. S- Beth Ann Sandeen, but my maiden name is
Johannes.
DG- Where did you grow up?
Mrs. S- Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin.
DG- When is your birthday?
Mrs. S- February 15; I'm not telling you the year.
DG- What was your favorite high school class?
Mrs. S- Probably choir; I like to sing.
DG- What's your favorite sport?
Mrs. S- Volleyball to play, but football to watch.
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DG- What are some of your hobbies?
Mrs. S- Going out on the boat in summer and
snowmobiling in winter.
DG- What's your favorite food?
Mrs. S- Macaroni and cheese. Does that make me
sound like a ten-year-old?
DG- What's your favorite movie?
Mrs. S- I like all the Marvel movies right now.
Spiderman, the Avengers, Antman...
DG- Who is your favorite Disney character?
Mrs. S- Minnie Mouse.
DG- Is there anything else we should know about you?
Mrs. S- Let's see... I am a Green Bay Packers fan and I
am married with two kids, Curtis and Caity.
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Julianna Hein

When hippos are upset, their sweat turns red.
Banging your head against a wall burns 150 calories an hour.
You cannot snore and dream at the same time.
Facebook, Skype, and Twitter are all banned in China.
American astronauts have been able to vote in elections from space since 1997.
There are more phone calls placed on Mother’s Day than any other day of the year.
The word “set” has over 100 definitions!
A baby is born on its due date just 4% of the time.
You can see underwater sea life, coral reefs, and wrecks using Google Maps.
In 2014, 218 baby boys were named Anakin in the U.S.
The average person has 3 to 5 dreams a night.
There are seven billion people in the world. If you met each person for one second, it would take 32 years to meet
everyone.
Pigs can’t naturally look at the sky.
It’s impossible to say “Good eye might,” without sounding Australian.
Disney World is larger than 17 countries.
If you are in total darkness for three days you can become permanently blind.
Stressed is desserts spelled backwards.
Mr. Potato Head was the first toy advertised on T.V.
The warmest temperature ever recorded on Antarctica was 3 degrees F.
In the 1800’s, feeding lobster to prisoners was considered “cruel and unusual punishment, “like making people eat rats.”
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Towelette
Talisman
King
Lion
Mane
New York
Yankees
Gross
Income
Federal
Government
Politics
Lying
Bed
Sleep
Alarm
Run
Cross Country
Boring
Weather

Sunny

Laura Naumann
Luke Mayhew
Marcus Noeldner
Ned Sandhoefner
Olivia Albrecht
Dani Gamble
Dan Lau
David Hein
Emily Johannes
Sam Lisak
Sam Witty
Lainy Durst
Joci Gamble
Carter Kisor
Jonah
Liz Fox
Grant Schwartz
Brent Rutz
Grace Lovelien
Renee Knutson
Tim Schaller
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REBUS PUZZLES
Riley Sotnyk

Directions:
If you've never met rebus puzzles before, then this quick introduction will explain all you need to know. They are
essentially little pictures, often made with letters and words, which cryptically represent a word, phrase, or saying. See if
you can solve these puzzles.
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OliviaAlbrecht
Annette

Sam & James

To anyone questioning the seriousness of this interview,
we can assure you that no matter what Olivia said, we
knew what she was really thinking at the time. We have
been cousins with her long enough to know what she
really thinks. This entire interview is true and is in no
way fake, falsified, or stupid.
I am Sam Lisak, and I’m James Schaser, and we approve
this interview.
Basic Where and When? March 4, 1998, in West Allis,
Wisconsin
What is your quest? (Olivia struggles to remember the
quote until James yells it at her) Oh yeah... To seek the
holy grail!
And we’ll continue with the interview.
Describe your childhood in strong detail? (Olivia gives a pained expression on her face finally saying,“I can’t talk
about it now.” If you must, ask her in person.)
What are your thoughts on Starbucks? Best coffee place on the earth.
How do you deal with the fame of having two incredibly talented cousins at this school? Do I have to answer……?
What Olivia actually thought: It’s not bad except for the fan mail which comes in hundreds of thousands from all of
their adoring fans. What Olivia actually said: “I am way more popular than they are.”
Who are you voting for in the upcoming presidential election? That Ben Carson guy.
Would you describe yourself as pinteresting? Yes (That was a very confident yes.)
Plans after high school? As of right now undecided, living at home. Check back in two months
Favorite high school memory? (At this point, Cameron and Collin walked in distracting us with their demanding
presence. Olivia proceeds to laugh while reading this over my shoulder.) Walking to Shopko in the rain with Kayla.
(In actuality, it was taking the ACT.)

Speed Round
Under Armour or Nike?
Nike
Whip or Nae Nae?
Whip
Rap or nah?
Olivia: “What’s nah.” we repeat the question. Olivia: “Seriously what’s nah.” we explain it means no.
Olivia:
Rap
Hunter Hayes or Michael Bublé?
Hunter Hayes
James or Sam?
Sam
(Olivia said this instinctively but quickly realized what she had done and tried to take it back, causing James to storm out of
the room with a very disgruntled look. We eventually coaxed him back with promises of food.)
Spiderman or Batman?
Spiderman
Carmel or Caramel?
Carmel
Pop or Soda?
Undecided
Paper or Plastic?
Paper
Toasty O’s or Lucky Charms?
Lucky Charms
Old or new baseball hats?
Old
Carly Rae Jepsen or Taylor Swift?
Taylor Swift (for now)
Continued on page 9
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Favorites
Food:
Color:
Class:
Prof:
Bible verse:
Cereal:
Movie:
Song:
Cousin:
Sport:
Holiday:
Tree:
Car Model:
Starbucks drink:

Couldn’t decide
green
choir
Reim
Jeremiah 29:11
Reese’s Puffs
Pride and Prejudice (we’re not all perfect)
Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen
Indifferent (she claims)
volleyball (it’s actually arm wrestling)
Christmas
(After demonstrating the pros and cons of many trees from her introduction to trees book entilted
Branch Out) Uh, I think I’ll have to go with the cherry tree.
Mustang? (not very confidently)
too many to choose from

*Let the record show the entire interview was written with Olivia continuously scolding us about our (mostly
James’) grammatical incompetence and seemingly fictitious responses.

Calvin
William

Ryan
Hometown: Fulda, MN
Favorite Food: calamari, anything with sugar
“I like to hang out with my friends… and listen to music…. and sleep.. I’m boring.”
Favorite Quote: “Live fast, die young”- James Dean
Favorite actress is Amy Poehler because “She’s perfect in every way.”
Which brother do you like better, Carl or Carter? -“I love and hate both my brothers
equally.”
Best prof: Schaller or rodebaugh
What’s the best and worst part of living in the dorm the last four years? - “Bestalways seeing your friends. Worst- always seeing your friends.”
What will you miss the most about ILC?- “I’ll miss the people here more than
anything, for sure.”
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In 10 years
Calvin will
be...
Lainy Durst- “ Living in Sandie
and Craig’s basement with a 6
inch beard and a pillow that he
calls Sal.”
Riley Sotnyk- “Graduated and
married but still trying to find
out what he wants to do for a
career. He goes from job to job,
never satisfied.”
Jon Gamble- “Living large with
a beach house in Florida. Made
millions producing for rapper
Sam Lisak.”

Caleb

Heinze
LM:When and where?
CH:Mankato, MN, December 13

LM:Do you consider yourself the most attractive
Heinze?
CH:Yes..well no, my oldest brother. Wait no I take that
back. My dad...jk.
LM: What would your dream job be?
CH: Driving a train. Wait no hunting.
LM: So what do you do when you aren’t at school?
CH: I can’t answer that...just kidding I work and hang
out with seth.
LM: Deserted island. You and three other things.
CH: Boat. Fishing pole. Fresh water.
LM: Any advice for the youngins?
Bryan: #YOLO
LM: Bryan this isn’t your interview
CH: I would say do as much as you can when you’re
young.
First thing you think of…
Shania Twain: hot
Art: fun
Greasy: Avery
Bryan: hot
Joci: red head
Men’s Wearhouse: suits
Action City: hate it
Leah: trouble

Favorites
Class: Art
Color: Red
After school activity: fishing
Song: Break Up With Him- Old Dominion
Place to visit: Idaho
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